Learning
that lasts.
Personalised online learning,
revision and remote
examinations for students.
No hidden costs.
Simple, scalable pricing
Hands-on, expert advice
Onboarding included
with all plans

Introduction
Synap is an intelligent online learning platform that lets
students engage with learning resources, practice multiple
choice quizzes and take online exams.
It started out as a personal project and evolved into an app used by
various sectors around the world. Synap’s award-winning online
learning platform has allowed companies and educators to transform
their teaching, with its ability to deliver personalised, effective and
engaging learning at scale.
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UK medical students
choose to use Synap &
OUP’s Handbooks to
study for their exams.

Why Synap?
Every student has the same problem: learning a lot of
information in a very short amount of time.
With Synap’s intelligent online learning platform you can implement
personalised remote learning and development for your students with
seamless integration. Set assignments, host mock and remote
examinations, track engagement and support learners, where ever
they are.
Synap is built with the learner in mind, which sets it apart from
traditional learning management systems.

Personalised
Online Learning
Designed with the learner in mind, Synap is the system
that students can use anytime, anywhere.
Intelligent Spaced Learning algorithms automatically tailor revision
for each student, based on their individual strengths and weaknesses.
Synap is proven to increase knowledge retention and boost user
engagement, by telling learners what and when to study.

Increased exam performance
Demonstrated 2x improvement in exam performance
compared to self-study

Automatic notiﬁcations
with personalised recommendations of what users
need to study most

Stress reduction
Encourages students to start revising early, reducing
stress and anxiety from ‘cramming’

“The quizzes are spot on and allow
me to realise what I need to focus on
more and what I already know. You’re
also able to create your own quiz to
test yourself! Synap is deﬁnitely my
go-to website for self testing & study.”

Flexible &
Fixed Courses
Let users navigate a course at their own pace, or create
rules and pass marks for a more structured learning style.
Build surveys and quizzes or require manual reviews and document
upload points during a course to create a more interactive and
engaging learning experience.
Bulk upload, version and manage question banks that learners can
access on desktop or mobile.

Actionable
Insights
Allow communities to moderate questions through a
ﬂagging and feedback system to give you a valuable
insights into your learners.
Practice early intervention by monitoring which users need outreach
and help with the content before it comes to a real exam.

Exam
Preparation
Deliver engaging remote revision and online mock
exams for students and professionals.
Synap helps students prepare for exams by giving them the tools
and insights to boost their learning ahead of live exams.
From personalised revision content to mock quizzes, formative and
summative examinations, Synap helps students retain more
information by providing:

Bite-sized sessions
enables consolidation of knowledge by reviewing key
concepts and addressing areas of weaknesses.

Mobile learning
empowers students to engage with their learning
around their daily schedule.

Personalised learning algorithms
that tailor the learning process for each individual
based on their strengths and weaknesses.
Learn More

Mock Quizzes
& Exams
Help your students prepare by taking practice quizzes
and timed formative and summative mock examinations,
created with a variety of question options:

Multiple-choice questions

Immediate or deferred results

Such as single best answer, multiple

Students can receive their results

correct answers, extended-matching

instantly or the results can be sent to

questions and rank order

your admin to review ﬁrst

Add sections

Descriptive answers

Break exams down into different

Supporting essay style

sections with their own time limit

questions and short answers

Images

Automatic marking

Can be added to questions

Saving you valuable administrative

and answers

time on marking MCQs

Tag questions

Set time limits

Based on your own custom

For students to

tagging system for analysis

complete the exam

Practice Anytime,
Anywhere
Synap works on all devices giving students the ﬂexibility
to study when they want, wherever they want.
With our iOS and Android apps, students can receive automatic
notiﬁcations reminding them to engage with their learning
throughout the week.

Remote
Examinations
Beneﬁt from real-time invigilated remote exam delivery.
Synap can be used to host live examinations, delivered securely
and remotely through the platform. We have the features and
system you need to create and manage formative exams at scale:

Synced testing times
Allow students to take the exam all at the same time
on the same day or within a window of opportunity
e.g. 24 hours

Support thousands of students concurrently
Rapid scoring & collation of results

Invigilated
Summative Exams
We integrate with ProctorExam, a leading exam monitoring service
that means you can use Synap to conduct real-time, proctored
summative assessments:

Students conﬁrm their identity before the exam
Set your rules for the live exam e.g.
- No mobile phones
- No other internet browsers
- No books and no notes

Option for webcam recordings during the exam
Ability to review footage for any ﬂagged
behaviour

Everything
in one place
Onboarding & Training
Your dedicated account manager will help you plan your online learning
projects, advise you on the best practices, and help you implement
your new system.

Technical Support
We'll help you set up and integrate Synap into any existing systems
and websites.

Single Sign On
Create a seamless user experience with SSO users only needing one
set of account information to access Synap and any existing systems.

User Dashboard
An easy to use, easy to manage user interface means students spend
less time searching and more time learning.

Let’s Talk

3-month, no commitment pilots are available.
Get Started

Want to talk to a member of the
Synap team? Simply drop us an email
to learn more: manisha@synap.ac

www.synap.ac

